
Stargard Solstice: Errata & Clarifications (03-09-21) 

➢ Clarification: Unit designations 

German: 

6J/DEN on counter (Stell II Corps); 6J/104PJ in rule-book set-up                                                                         

100/104PJ on counter (Munzel Corps); 100 in rule-book set-up                                                                                      

5 JAG/104PJ on counter (Munzel Corps); 5 JAG in rule-book set-up  

Soviet:  

33G/9GT on counter (2 Gd Tk Army); 33GR/9GT in rule-book set-up                                                                      

32G/9GT on counter (2 Gd Tk Army); 32GR/9GT in rule-book set-up  

Rule-book 

➢ Clarification: Stacking (6.0) 

Add after the final sentence: ‘Units may never exceed stacking limits at any time.’ 

➢ Errata: Stacking Procedure (6.1) 

Change in bold: Enforce stacking limits throughout each phase and also at the instant a unit finishes 

its movement, retreat or advance after combat. Exception: (See 5.4.1)  

➢ Clarification: Victory Points (14.1) 

Change in bold: At the start of the game the German player controls all Victory Point hexes. (See 

14.3.1). Whenever a Soviet combat unit (not HQs) enters a Victory Point Hex, the Soviet player 

collects the VP marker with its correct side up (according to the marker’s historic date). At the end of 

the game the Soviet player totals his number of Victory Points, adding any VPs from 19.1.3 (Defend 

the Reich) and from this total deducting VPs because of 12.6 and 16.1. He then finally deducts any 

German Victory Points (only available from the Optional Rules 16.2 & 16.4) to get the final score. 

Compare this amount with what is specified in the Victory Conditions (See 14.3). 

➢ Clarification: German set-up (15.1) 

Air units – At Start and Available 1/JG and Rudel; At Start and Grounded 2JG & 3 JG 

➢ Errata: Soviet set -up (15.2) 

219/1M should set up in hex 08.06, and not 08.05 as it states in the rule-book. 

➢ Clarification to VP awards and Festungs (Rule 14.1.2) 

The existence of a Line of Supply, free of enemy units and their ZOCs to Arnswalde and Bahn is 

calculated in the VP Marker Segment (2.6.1). 

➢ Errata and Clarification to Rule 19.1.3 

Change in bold: When this event occurs, all units of the 10th SS, 4th SS, 28th SS, Fuhrer Begleit, 

Fuhrer Grenadier and 233rd Divisions and the 39th Pz HQ (and its Draw Chit) must move off the map 

via Stettin before the end of next turn’s End of Turn phase.  



Immediately remove the 39th Pz Draw Chit from the cup. No units under the 39th PZ Corps, FB (3rd 

SS) and FG (Corps Munzel) Divisions can attack any more. The Command Range of the Munzel HQ is 

now reduced from ‘8’ to ‘6’. (Replace the counter with its weaker version.) 

Each time the German player draws a chit from the cup in the subsequent Command Phase, 

regardless of Corps, he may perform a regular movement (includes rail movement but not strategic 

movement) with the units from 39th Pz, the FB (3rd SS) and the FG Divisions (Corps Munzel) 

following all Command Range rules (See 3.3.3). The German player has 2 turns to withdraw all 

divisions (this turn when the event occurred and the next one). When units reach hex 07.16, they 

are picked up and removed from the map. If the German player fails to do this, at the End of Turn 

phase on the turn after the event was drawn, any units remaining on the board are lifted off and 

removed from play. The Soviet player gains 1 Victory Point per unit. 

Player Aids 

➢ Errata to Soviet Player Aid Card 

On Turn 7, 19 unit (arriving at hex D) is shown with values 3-2-8. The counter (which is correct) has 

values 4-3-8. 

 

 


